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The Evolution of Interdisciplinari匂Tand its Implications 
Jun OBA 
The evolution of natural sciences， social sciences and technological development towards greater 
interdisciplinarity is an ongoing trend. Numerous hybrid disciplines have appeared in the natural 
sciences， such as bi∞hemis町， environmental studies and cognitive science.百1ehumanities and social 
sciences are drawing on a range of disciplines， tohelp resolve pressing social problems. A variety of 
factors on both supply and demand sides‘ scientific， technological， social and economic -have 
con仕ibutedto出emerging and overlapping of different fields and disciplines.百1egrowing significance 
of interdisciplinarity has implications for govemment research funding， the establishment of new詑se紅ch
centres， the education and training of scientists and 陀searchers，and maintaining flexibility in science and 
technology labour markets. 
A number of obstacles， however， a詑 preventingthe ful realisation of the benefits of interdisciplin紅ity
in science and犯chnology.There a詑 considerョbleinstitutional obstacles to both interdisciplinary陀search
and education. Universities訂eorganised according to discipl加e，お訂emost science and technology 
joumals. Expertise obtained through interdisciplinary research is not always recognised and詑sultsmay 
be difficult to publish. The evaluation of interdisciplinary research is problematic， particularly the 
application of peer review techniques. Establishing interdisciplinarγco-operation is often difficult and 
interdisciplinary research programmes do not always inte詑st出ebest researchers. 1mbalances persist in 
出esupply and demand of workers in interdisciplinary fields even出ougha range of in民rrelatedskils訂e
increasingly needed by labour markets. 
Although govemment research funding is increasingly mission-oriented and in need of intβrdisciplinary 
approaches， public詑se紅白-particularly in universities and govemment laboratories -has had difficulty 
adapt泊gto出isむ-end.Interdisciplinary 詑searchcentres are playing a greater role in出epromotion of new 
types of joint research. B y 陀cruitinghigh-Ievel 詑searchersfrom various disciplines， these “centres of 
excellence" a詑 leadingthe way in science and technology. Many govemments紅色 alsoreforming 
university sys記msto increase flexibility，出emobility of児se紅chersand ccトoperative詑se訂chs住民知詑s.
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